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Abstract

Carbon-coated nickel (Ni) nanoparticles, Ni@C nanocomposites, have been synthesized using solid-state pyrolysis of nickel ph-
thalocyanine and metal-free phthalocyanine (NiPc)x·(H2Pc)1-x solid solutions, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. The Ni concentrations in carbon matrix
(cNi) of the prepared samples continuously varied in the range of 0–3at.% (0–12wt.%). The average nanoparticle size varied within
4-40 nm range. All samples containing single domain Ni nanoparticles exhibit both ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic
properties because of the wide range of size distribution. An abrupt drop of saturation magnetization has been observed with de-
crease in size of Ni nanoparticles from 40 nm to 12 nm. Nearly linear dependence of saturation magnetization on the nanoparticle
surface/volume ratio can be interpreted as a result of contact interaction between Ni nanoparticles and the carbon matrix which
provides an electron transfer from carbon matrix to nickel. However, further reductions in nanoparticle size increase magnetization
growth of which can apparently contribute to the emergence of the giant paramagnetism due to large orbital moments of conductive
electrons. The size effects and surface magnetic anisotropy in Ni@C nanocomposites are revealed in the measurements of coercive
field, zero-field cooling (ZFC) susceptibility, blocking temperatures and ferromagnetic resonance spectra. Concentration dependen-
cies of ferromagnetic and electron paramagnetic resonance parameters in Ni@C nanocomposites have also been investigated and
their peculiarities highlighted. A correlation between concentration dependencies of FMR and SQUID magnetometry parameters,
namely between the g-factor curves - ge f f , the resonance linewidth - ∆HFMR and coercive field - Hc, have been observed.

Keywords: Ni@C nanocomposites, magnetic properties, size sffect, SQUID magnetometry, FMR, EPR, solid-phase pyrolysis,
solidsulutions of phthalocyanines.

1. Introduction

In recent years, magnetic nanoparticles have become a topic
of great interest from the scientific p oint o f v iew, s ince their
potential applications have become increasingly apparent. In
particular, these nanomaterials are used in biomedicine, spin-
tronics, catalysis, sensors, supercapacitors, etc [1–9]. Appli-
cations of magnetic metallic nanoparticles (M) encapsulated in
a carbon (graphitic) shell (M@C), as carbon matrices exhibit
high chemical and thermal stability. The carbon shell not only
protects metal nanoparticles from oxidation, but also prevents
their aggregation. In addition, carbon is a biocompatible mate-
rial.

Currently, there are several methods for preparation of metal
nanoparticles, including hydrothermal, arc discharge, laser ab-
lation, chemical vapour deposition, pyrolysis, reduction of
metal salts, solvothermal and aquollic methods, etc [1–3, 10–
13].

We have developed highly facile, simple, safe and cost-
effective one-step method which is based on solid-state pyroly-
sis of organic and metal-organic compounds. In Refs. [14–16]
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we presented a method of solid-state pyrolysis in metal phthalo-
cyanines – MPc [M(C32N8H16), M= Ni, Cu, Fe, Co, Zn] pow-
ders. Using this method, we obtained metallic nanoparticles in
various carbon matrices. In this case, the atomic concentration
of nickel metal is 3 at.%. We also discovered that solid-state
pyrolysis of metal-free phthalocyanine – H2Pc [H2(C32N8H16)]
yields carbon microspheres, consisting of nanographite crystal-
lites and amorphous carbon [17–19]. Diluting metal phthalo-
cyanines with metal-free phthalocyanine and varying the solid-
state pyrolysis parameters provides a unique opportunity to get
insight into the dependences of structural and magnetic proper-
ties of nanoparticles on their size and concentration. One of the
objectives of this work was preparation of metal phthalocyanine
– metal-free phthalocyanine (MPc)x(H2Pc)1-x, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 solid
solutions. Pyrolysis of these solid solutions allows obtaining
metallic nanoparticles in a range of concentration from 0 to 3
at.% (from 0 to 12 wt%).

In the present work we have syntesized nanocomposites in
which the average size of Ni nanoparticles varies in a range
from 4 nm to 40 nm. This was achieved by solid-phase pyrol-
ysis of solid solutions (NiPc)x(H2Pc)1-x, by changing compo-
sition - x and parameters of pyrolysis (temperature, time and
pressure).
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Ni nanoparticles encapsulated in a carbon matrix, Ni@C
nanocomposites, were investigated in Refs. [20–28]. Depend-
ing on used synthetic techniques, Ni@C nanocomposites can
have different carbon structures, morphology and magnetic
characteristics. Despite a considerable number of works, no
systematic research has been done on magnetic properties of
Ni nanoparticles within a wide size range, including also ul-
tra small, 1–10 nanometer scale. In this fine nanometric scale,
physical properties of nanoparticles can strongly differ from
that of bulk. Two important effects which define the charac-
teristics of nanoparticles are the surface effect and the size ef-
fect. A particle size decrease leads to an increase in number of
surface atoms with different structural topology. The interac-
tion of surface atoms with a matrix is also very important and it
can strongly change their valence state. In addition, when the
particle size is sufficiently small, the Fermi wavelength of the
electrons becomes comparable to the system linear size (d), and
elastic length (le) of a free path of electrons in the ballistic
regime can exceed its linear size: le> d [29, 30].

Almost all prior works dedicated to the investigation of
Ni@C nanocomposites [24–27] point at the lower values of
saturation magnetization comparing to that of bulk Ni. The
possible reasons of magnetization reduction with decrease in
nanoparticle size are discussed in Refs. [27, 31–36]. In current
work a drop of saturation magnetization in Ni@C nanocom-
posites has been described. It has been interpreted as a result
of nanoparticles size decrease from 40 nm to 12 nm at 10K and
hence increase in interaction surface between Ni nanoparticles
and carbon shells. However, with further decline in Ni particle
size from 12 nm to 4 nm no subsequent magnetization drop has
been detected. On the contrary a noticeable increase of mag-
netization within that interval has been observed. It is obvious
that small size 1-10 nm metal nanoparticles behave as quantum
dots, i.e., quasi-atoms in which the significant changes of the
electronic energy levels occur. The increase in magnetization
apparently is driven by large orbital paramagnetism of conduct-
ing electrons in the ballistic regime.

Surface effects in 1-10 nm interval lead to a strengthening of
the magnetic anisotropy effective constant Ke f f . We have found
the dependence of Ke f f from size of Ni nanoparticles by
measurements of ZFC susceptibility. As observed in our ex-
periments, the increase in Ke f f in fine nanoparticles enhances
the coercive field as well as the blocking temperature. The fine

nanoparticles with blocking temperatures at � 43◦C can have
important practical applications in magnetic hyperthermia
treatment of cancer disease. Fine nanoparticles with blocking
temperatures higher than room temperature can also be used for
high-density magnetic recording storage.

2. Synthesis of samples and investigation methods.

In earlier studies we have developed solid-phase pyrolysis of
NiPc [Ni(C32N8H16)] powders and prepared Ni nanoparticles in
different carbon matrices with 3 at.% (12 wt.%) atomic concen-
tration of Ni [14, 15]. We have found that during solid-phase
pyrolysis of H2Pc [H2(C32N8H16)] the formed carbon micro-

spheres consist of graphite nanocrystallites and amorphous car-
bon [17–19].

In current work, the solid solutions of NiPc-H2Pc have been
prepared: (NiPc)x(H2Pc)1-x, where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Solid-phase
pyrolysis of these solid solutions can be described by the fol-
lowing chemical reaction.

[Ni (C32N8H16)]x [H2 (C32N8H16)]1−x

Tpyr ,tpyr ,p

−−−−−−−−→
−8H2,−4N2

Nix + 32C, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 (1)

where Tpyr is the pyrolysis temperature, tpyr is the pyrolysis time
and p is the pressure in a reaction ampoule. The pyrolysis
conditions for all samples, except for S2.5, were the same: Tpyr=

700 ◦C, tpyr = 30 min. With the aim to synthesize Ni
nanoparticles with small sizes and high Ni concentration, cNi,
the pyrolysis time of the sample S2.5 was significantly less.

It is easy to obtain the relation, which connects the Ni con-
centration (cNi) in the prepared compounds expressed in atomic
percent with the values of x, used in reaction (1):

cNi =
x

32 + x
· 100at.% (2)

We have synthesized a large set of samples with the Ni con-
centration equal to 0, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 at.%. The
average value of the Ni concentration taken in different parts of
the sample < cNi > coincides with the calculated values ob-
tained by the formula (2) with the accuracy of 10%. The atomic
concentration of Ni in our samples is noted as an subindex, i.e.,
samples S0, S0.5, S0.75, S1, S1.5, S2, S2.5, and S3 correspond to
samples where the Ni concentrations are 0, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2,
2.5 and 3 at.%. The weight percents of Ni atoms in samples are
respectively equal to 0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 wt%.

The composition, structure, morphology, and particle size of
fabricated composites have been investigated using scanning
electron microscopes (SEM) LEO 1530 SEM operated at 30 kV
with a field emission gun, high resolution transmission and
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM and
STEM) FEI Tecnai F20 Supertwin microscope operated at 200
kV with a field emission gun, and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
spectrometer X′PERT PRO (PANalytical, Nederland′s) with
the CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å ). Magnetic properties of
Ni nanoparticles have been studied with an X-band (9.3 GHz)
electron spin resonance spectrometer Bruker Elexsys II E 500,
and a Quantum Design MPMS XL SQUID magnetometer.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Structural investigations

3.1.1. X-ray diffractometry and Raman spectroscopy

Fig.1 presents X-ray diffraction spectra (XDS) of samples
S0-S3 recorded at room temperature, where one can see the
peaks from Ni and carbon. A broad peak at about 26◦ corre-
sponds to graphite-like carbon structures and four narrow peaks
with 2θ = 44.32◦ (111), 51.64◦ (200), 76.02◦ 220) and 92.44◦

(311) corresponds to Ni nanoparticles with a fcc structure. As
can be also seen in this figure, the degree of graphitization of
carbon strongly increases with increase in Ni concentration.
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Table 1: Structural and magnetic characteristics of Ni@C nanocomposites at different Ni concentrations.

Sample m wt.% < d > nm γ MS (Ni@C, 10K) emu/gNi

MS (Ni@C) /MS (Nibulk) MR/M
FM
S

< Tb >
◦C

10K 10K 300K

S0.5 2 4(2) 0.13 6.1H=45kOe 0.11H=45kOe - - 350

S0.75 3 6(3) 0.33 5H=45kOe 0.09H=45kOe 0.44 0.31 190

S1 4 17(5) 0.6 12 0.21 0.43 0.17 110

S1.5 6 20(6) 0.6 12.2 0.22 0.50 0.15 200

S2 8 23(13) 0.6 14.5 0.27 0.54 0.21 260

S2.5 10 12(7) 0.8 4.9 0.09 0.57 0.17 330

S3 12 26(14) 0.6 19 0.35 0.48 0.17 190

∗S3 12 40(16) 0.9 29 0.50 0.51 0.25 -

Figure 1: Room-temperature XRD patterns from samples of series S0 to S3
indicating the peaks of Ni and C.

The graphitization degree of carbon is calculated by the for-
mula γ = (3.50-d002) /(3.50-3.35), where d002 is interplanar dis-
tance between graphene layers measured from X-ray diffrac-
tion patterns. The γ values for S0-S3 are given in Table 1. For
the sample S0 the value is γ=0, which corresponds to the tur-
bostratic phase of graphite with d002=3.50 Å.

For investigation of the fine structure parameters (dispersity
and microdeformations) we used the Williamson-Hall (W-H)
method. It was difficult to determine a mean size of coher-
ent scattering blocks. Broadening of X-ray diffraction lines is
mainly determined not by dispersity, but rather by microdefor-
mations. We calculated the slope tangents of Williamson-Hall
plots, which characterized a mean value of microdeformations.
Microdeformations increase with a decrease in the size of Ni
nanoparticles. Shifts in Raman spectra for samples S3 and S0.5

are shown in Fig. 2. The bands D and G correspond to A1g “de-
fect” and E2g “graphite” vibrations. D and G bands narrowing is
observed under increase in the Ni concentration, which shows
the increase in the graphitization degree. This is confirmed also

Figure 2: Raman spectra of the S0.5 and S3 samples.

by the sharp narrowing and increase in the second harmonic of
the D band at 2693 nm. There is also a considerable shift of the
G band in the S0.5 sample (1601 cm−1) compared to the S3

sample (1574 cm−1) that corresponds to transition from
nanographite to more graphitized carbon structure. There are
no peaks in the low-frequency interval (300-600 cm−1) corre-
sponding to nickel oxide, since carbon shell completely pre-
serves nickel nanoparticles from oxidation.

3.1.2. SEM, STEM and TEM microscopes. Morphology. Size

of nickel nanoparticles and their distribution.

In solid-phase pyrolysis of metal-free phtalocyanine, when
cNi=0, formation of carbon microspheres with mean size of ≈
3.5(1) µm takes place [17]. Morphology of samples prepared
by solid-phase pyrolysis of solid solutions (NiPc)x(H2Pc)1-x

strongly depends on x and pyrolysis conditions (temperature,
time and pressure). We have prepared Ni nanoparticles encap-
sulated in graphite-like coatings Ni@C. In general they can be
embedded in carbon plates, carbon microspheres, carbon fibers
and nanotubes either separately or as a mixture of different mor-
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Figure 3: SEM (a, b) and TEM (c, d, e) images of samples S3, S2, S0.75, S1 and S3 respectively.

Figure 4: STEM images of sample S3 and EDX line-scan profile of charac-
teristic X-ray Ni and C lines as a function of electron probe position on the
sample.

phologies (see Fig. 3a). It is also possible to synthesize carbon
coated Ni nanoparticles in the form of flakes by changing pa-
rameters of solid-phase pyrolysis as it has been demonstrated in
Fig. 3b. The TEM images in Fig. 3c,d,e show Ni nanoparticles
coated by graphite-like shell with 3.5 Å interplanar distance be-
tween the graphite layers. The coatings prevent Ni nanoparti-
cles from oxidation and aggregation. Bright regions on carbon
sphere STEM images correspond to Ni nanoparticles. The ob-
served distributions of characteristic K-line intensity of nickel
and carbon indicates that the Ni particles are indeed ingrained

into the carbon spheres. The magnetic moment of a nanoparti-

cle is determined by its average volume, 〈V〉 =
∫ ∞

0
N(v)dv

∫ ∞
0

N(v)dv
, where

the N(v) is the distribution function of nanoparticles over vol-
umes. For the case of nearly spherical nanoparticles the volume
distribution is practicaly equivalent to the linear size distribu-
tion, and 〈d〉 ≈ 3

√
〈V〉. Size distributions of Ni nanoparticles

in our samples can be satisfactorily described by a lognormal

function, f (V) = 1
σV
√

2π
e

[−ln(V)−ln(V0)]2

2σ2 , where σ is the standard
deviation lnV from its average lnV0 value. Mean values of
< d > with their standard deviations are given in Table 1.

3.2. Magnetic measurements

3.2.1. SQUID magnetometry

We have prepared and thoroughly investigated a group of
samples with relatively low concentrations of Ni nanoparticles
in carbon: cNi = 0, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 at.%. The
magnetic behaviour of the samples depends not only on cNi, but
also on the nanoparticles size and shape. Our samples are actu-
ally crystallite ensembles consisting of superparamagnetic and
ferromagnetic single-domain Ni nanoparticles with the particle
size in the range of 1–60 nm.

In our previous works [17–19] we have studied in details the
paramagnetic and diamagnetic characteristics of carbon matrix
(cNi= 0) and have shown that the solid-state pyrolysis of metal-
free phthalocyanine H2Pc yields 3.5 ± 1µm carbon mi-
crospheres, consisting of nanographite crystallites and amor-
phous carbon. We have observed intensive EPR signal with in-
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tegral intensity about 5 ·1019 spin/g. Present magnetic measure-
ments give the concentration of paramagnetic centers of 3 ·1019

spin/g. We have also measured the diamagnetic susceptibility
of χDia= −1 · 10−6emu · g−1 · Oe−1, which is nearly temperature
independent. These data can be interpreted within a framework
of carbon magnetism which is currently a subject of intensive
research [37, 38]. Both diamagnetic and paramagnetic contri-
butions of a matrix are taken into account in our calculations
of magnetization in Ni@C nanocomposites. Main focus of this
study is the analysis of ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic
properties in nanocomposites Ni@C with Ni concentration: cNi

= 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 at.% (samples S0.5÷ S3).

3.2.1.1 Size effects. Interactions of surface Ni atoms with

nanographite shell. Giant paramagnetism of

ultra-fine nickel particles.

Basic magnetic characteristics are presented in Table 1 and in
Figs. 5–17. Magnetic measurements have been performed in a
wide range of temperatures (10–300 K) and in external mag-
netic fields up to 45 kOe. Both structural and magnetic data
show that our samples are in fact single-domain ferromagnetic
and superparamagnetic ensembles of Ni nanoparticles embed-
ded in a carbon matrix so that their easy axes of magnetization
are randomly distributed. It is evident that the ratio between su-
perparamagnetic and ferromagnetic particles primarily depends
on cNi. It is also evident that this ratio changes with tempera-
ture and the total magnetization MTot(H,T ) = M(H,T ) can be
presented as a sum of ferromagnetic, superparamagnetic and
diamagnetic contributions:

M(H,T ) = MFM(H, T ) + MS PM
S (T )L(δ) + χDiaH (3)

where L(δ) = coth(δ) − 1/δ is the Langevin function, MS is
saturation magnetization and in last term χDia is diamagnetic
susceptibility of the carbon matrix.

Fig. 5 shows temperature dependence of the total magnetiza-
tion for the S0.5÷S3 samples measured in a maximum applied
magnetic field of 45 kOe. The curves given on Fig. 5 represent
the sum of magnetizations for ferromagnetic and superparam-
agnetic nanoparticles. Magnetization increase with tempera-
ture decrease implies the transition of the “large” particles from
superparamagnetic to the blocking ferromagnetic state as well
as enhancement of superparamagnetic contribution at low tem-
peratures. The fraction of superparamagnetic particles changes
with temperature as γ = 1 − 2Mr/MS

FM [39].
Fig. 6 shows the field-dependence magnetization at T = 10-

300 K in samples S0.75, S1, S2 and S3. Samples clearly demon-
strate increase of magnetization in low fields with decreasing
temperature. Such behaviour is determined with the transition
of nanoparticles from superparamagnetic to the blocking fer-
romagnetic state. Notice, an abrupt change of magnetization
with decreasing temperature in S3 sample is apparently related
to the bimodal size distribution of nanoparticles. The field de-
pendence magnetization at T = 10 and 300K is also presented
on Fig. 7 for comparison.

The saturation magnetization for all samples, except S0.5 and
S0.75 was determined by M vs 1/H2 plots extrapolated to in-

Figure 5: Total magnetization M versus temperature for samples S0.5–S3 at
H= 45 kOe.

finitely large fields. The values of Mt
S

ot at 10K are presented in
Table 1. Linear dependences of M on H in samples of S0.5 and
S0.75 do not allow estimation of MS values in those samples:
they only specify that Mt

S
ot values in samples are much higher

than at H=45kOe.

The most peculiar feature of Ni@C composites magnetic be-
havior is the abrupt drop in magnetization with decrease in size
of Ni nanoparticles (see Figs. 5, 7 and 8, 9). Usually, reduction
of nanoparticles magnetization compared to that of bulk can
occur for a variety of reasons. Often it is caused by oxidation
which results in reduction of a core or otherwise it is caused by
existence of thin layers of crystallites with the noncollinear
magnetic moments on the surface [31–34]. Other possible
explanations involve existence of thin surface paramagnetic
(“dead”) layers or presence of very small superparamagnetic
particles [32]. Formation of the Ni-C metastable solid solution
could produce the same effect [27, 35]. However, our samples
were prepared at 700◦C, where Ni is completely insoluble in
graphite, and carbon solubility in nickel is insignificant (about
0.4 at.%). Here magnetization drop in Ni@C composites is
believed to result from interaction between Ni nanoparticles
and the graphite matrix. A significant suppression of Ni local
magnetic moment in Ni@C is obviously due to transfers of
electrons from a carbon matrix to nickel. Transfer of electrons
on the one hand leads to formation of the “dead ” layer
consisting of diamagnetic nickel ions according to reaction:
Ni(3d94s1) + e− → Ni1−(3d104s1),

[

FM(Ni)→ Dia(Ni1−))
]

.
On the other hand, considering zone model the electron transfer
on nickel leads to reduction of the density of states at the Fermi
level. The electron work functions are 4.9 eV in Ni and 4.6 eV
in graphite. A smaller work function implies a higher Fermi
level and electrons flow from this material to the one with the
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Figure 6: Field-dependence of the magnetization for S0.75, S1, S2 and S3 samples at T = 10–300 K

higher work function (lower Fermi energy level). The interac-
tion between a carbon matrix with Ni nanoparticles sharply af-
fects also in EPR spectra. First of all it shows up in rapid falling
of integrated intensity and partial broadening of a narrow EPR
signal of a carbon matrix at increasing Ni concentration in the
samples (see Fig.16). Similarly, in Refs. [40, 41] the magneti-
zation in Ni thin films was described to be very sensitive to a
degree of coupling between the Ni d-band and substrate con-
duction band.

Fig.8 shows dependence of saturation magnetization
MS(Ni@C) (normalized to bulk value MS(Ni-bulk)) at T = 10 K
on particle surface-to-volume ratio S/V. If in massive samples
the magnetization of Ni is equal 0.6µB/atom, magnetization in
nanocomposites Ni@C at < d > = 12 nm is less than one order
of magnitude. Linear dependence MS(Ni@C)/MS(Nibulk) vs.
S/V has a sharp drop at < d >∼10 nm. Further down to 4 nm the
normalized magnetization of Ni@C nanocompos-ites does not
change, while the S/V increases with decreasing < d >. This
behaviour can be explained in the framework of the “particle in
the box” model, according to which the free valence electrons
are confined in the “potential well”and are unable to escape the
metal. The smaller the particle size is the higher the energy of
individual electron states and the larger the distances between
energy levels are [42]. The rise of the Fermi levels of Ni
nanoparticles upon their size decrease compensates the drop of
magnetization arising from the S/V change.

On the other hand a thorough analysis of magnetization
curves for samples S0.5 and S0.75 in Fig.7 (straight lines in

the magnetic fields to 45 kOe) specify that at MS saturation
magnetization in these samples can reach considerable values ∼
10emu/gNi. That giant paramagnetism observed in samples S0.5

and S0.75 with small sizes is assumed to correspond to large
orbital moments of conductive electrons in the ballistic mode.
Fig.9 shows size dependence of Ni@C nanocomposites magne-
tization at T = 10 and 300K in magnetic field of 45 kOe. The
drop of magnetization is practically zero in the samples S0.5 and
S0.75 at the room temperature. It can be explained by decrease in
thermal free path of electrons: LT = hνF/πkBT (h is Plancks
constant, νF is the electron Fermi velocity) and by paramagnetic
dependence on temperature. Unusual (exotic) ferromagnetism
and/or giant paramagnetism in fine nanoparticles particularly in
diamagnetic bulk-materials are currently under intensive inves-
tigation [29, 43, 44].

Fig.10 shows hysteresis loops for all samples S0.5 - S3 at 10
and 300K. The remanence squareness values Mrem/M

F
sat

M of
Ni@C at T = 10 K are given in Table 1. These values are
close to the value 0.5 calculated in the framework of Stoner-
Wohlfarth model for the ensemble of non-interacting single-
domain nanoparticles with uniaxial anisotropy [45]. Stoner-
Wohlfarth model gives a value of Mr/Ms = 0.86 for nanoparti-
cles with fcc structure and four-fold magnetic anisotropy, which
is the case for Ni. However, according to this model, in case of
Ni nanoparticles with fcc-structure and four-fold magnetic
symmetry (four easy axis) we should expect to have a single
domain state with the ratio of Mr/Ms = 0.86 (restricted cubic
magnetic anisotropy). It is evident that, for Ni/C
nanocomposites, one6



  

Figure 7: M versus H for samples S0.5–S3
∗ at T=10 and 300 K.

Figure 8: Size dependence of the normalized magnetization of nanocomposites
Ni@C at T = 10K.

should take into account contribution to the uniaxial anisotropy
caused by the nonspherical shape of nanoparticles (elongated
particles) and crystalline anisotropy. In Refs. [46, 47] a com-
bined Stoner-Wohlfarth model has been developed where the
total energy of magnetic anisotropy of a single-domain particle
consists of cubic and uniaxial components. Dependence of the
remnant magnetization on uniaxial component and its contri-
bution to the total anisotropy has been studied. When the con-
tribution of the uniaxial anisotropy is in the range of 60 - 100
%, the value of Mrem/Msat does not practically differ from val-

Figure 9: Size dependence of the magnetization of nanocomposites Ni@C at T
= 10 and 300K in magnetic field H=45 kOe
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Figure 10: Hysteresis loops for S0.5 - S3 samples at 10 and 300K.

ues characteristic for the models considering only an uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy, i.e. Mrem/Msat = 0.5 [45].

3.2.1.2 Size, temperature and concentration dependencies

of coercivity in Ni@C nanocomposites. Surface

magnetic anisotropy. High blocking temperatures

in fine Ni@C nanocomposites.

Figure 11: Temperature dependence of coercivity in Ni@C nanocomposites for
samples S0.5 – S3.

Figs.11 and 12 show temperature and size dependencies of
coercive field Hc in Ni@C nanocomposites (samples S0.5÷S3).
The high values of Hc in small size cases such as S0.75 and S2.5

samples are apparently defined by surface a nisotropy. The in-
fluence of surface anisotropy on the hysteresis in fine magnetic
particles has been investigated in a number of theoretical and
experimental works [48–51]. The coercive force of one-domain
magnetic nanoparticles primarily depends on an effective con-
stant of magnetic anisotropy Ke f f defined by a contribution of
two components: volume magnetic anisotropy Kvol and surface
magnetic anisotropy Ks: [48]

Ke f f = KVol + 6KS /d, (4)

where d is a nanoparticle diameter. It should be noted that vol-
ume anisotropy constant is defined by the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy Ka and shape anisotropy Ksh, respectively. The mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy contribution to the coercive field for
the ensemble of randomly oriented single-domain nanoparticles
can be written as: [2, 52, 53]

Hc =
2Ka(T )V0N

MS T

















1 − 5
(

kBT

KaV0

)
1
2

















(5)

where V0 average nanoparticle volume, kB Boltzmann constant,
N number of particles with average volume V0 with total mass
of 1 g. This equation is applicable in the range of tempera-
tures from T = 0 to the blocking temperature Tb = KaV0/25kB.
At T > Tb, nanoparticle undergoes a transition into a super-
paramagnetic state and coercive force vanishes [2, 53]. At T =

0, equation (5) reduces to Hc = 2ka/MS which becomes the
coercive field g iven b y S toner-Wohlfarth m odel f or spherical
single-domain nanoparticle with coherent rotation of magneti-
zation. Decrease of coercive field with increasing temperature
is due to both Neel-Brown relaxation [54, 55] and strong tem-
perature dependence Ka(T) of nickel [56].
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Figure 12: Size dependence of coercivity in Ni@C nanocomposites for samles
S0.5 – S3 at 20 and 300K.

Shape anisotropy contribution to the coercive field is given
as Ne f f · MS , where Ne f f is a demagnetizing factor [2, 57].

The values of Ke f f can be defined by analyzing FC/ZFC
curves as it has been shown in Refs. [58–60]. Fig. 13 presents
susceptibility temperature dependencies in samples S 0.5 ÷ S 3

obtained in rather small field in ZFC and FC regimes. The sam-
ples have been measured in the field of 200 Oe. All FC/ZFC
curves in Fig. 13 are quite broad evidently due to broad particle
size distributions. Therefore, we deal with a broad distribu-
tions of blocking temperatures with average values of < Tb >.
The most interesting feature of the curves shown in Fig. 13 is
the low values of susceptibility at low temperatures in samples
S0.5, S0.75, S2.5. The values of susceptibilities in these sam-ples
are smaller by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude (at T →0), than the
ones in S1, S1.5, S2 and S3. The dependences of FC/ZFC
susceptibility and an effective constant of anisotropy Ke f f on the
average nanoparticle diameter < d > are presented in Fig. 14.
The value of Ke f f is calculated according to a formula Ke f f =

M
S

2 (T )/3χb
ZFC

[22]. The blocking temperature Tb is defined by
particle volume and anisotropy effective con-stant Tb = Ke f f

V0/25kB. In samples S0.5, S1, S1.5, S2.5 and S3, average blocking
temperatures < Tb> are equal to 350, 110, 200, 330 and 190 K,
respectively. High values of < Tb > = (330-350)K for samples
S0.5 and S2.5 with small nanopar-ticle sizes can be apparently
explained by substantial energy contribution of surface
anisotropy into an effective anisotropy constant, Ke f f . The fine
magnetic nanoparticles with blocking temperatures around
43◦C may have important practical appli-cations in medicine
for treatment of cancer by adjustable mag-netic hyperthermia
method [61].

The fine Ni nanoparticles with blocking temperatures above
room temperature are also important for high-density mag-

Figure 13: ZFC/FC susceptibility curves of S0.5 ÷ S3 samples under applied
fields of 200 Oe.

netic recording storage. In ensembles of magnetic nanopar-
ticles with high particle density dipole-dipole interactions be-
tween nanoparticles have to be taken into account. Such in-
teractions can raise the energy barrier that separates the two
energy states of single-domain nanoparticle. Such increase
of the energy barrier in turn increases blocking temperature:
Tb ∼ (KaV0 + Edip)/25kB

3.2.2. Ferromagnetic and electron paramagnetic resonances in

Ni@C nanocomposites. The similarities of concentra-

tion dependencies effective g-factor, linewidth of FMR

spectra - ∆Hpp and coercive field- Hc.

Fig. 15 shows FMR and EPR spectra of the Ni@C nanocom-
posites (S0-S3) with various Ni concentrations (0-3 at.%). The
narrow signal at g=2 stems from EPR of carbon matrix and it
must be relevant to coupled π - electrons in nanographite crys-
tallites formed inside a carbon microspheres [17, 18]. Wide
FMR lines are due to the d-electrons of Ni. As mentioned
above, sample S0 with cNi=0 has an intensive EPR signal (∼ 5 ·
1019spin/g) with very narrow line (around 1 Oe). However,
even small increase in Ni concentration leads to a drastic drop
in integral intensity of the EPR signal. When Ni load reaches
1.5 at.%, the intensity of EPR signal practically drops to zero,
while the linewidth increases up to 3.5 Oe (see Fig. 16). Earlier
we discussed the magnetization drop in Ni@C composites with
decreasing average particle size (see Fig. 8, 9) and that size ef-
fect was interpreted as a result of interaction of Ni
nanoparticles with carbon matrix, namely electron transitions
from graphite-like carbon shell to Ni nanoparticles. The same
transitions can obviously decrease the number of unpaired π-
electrons and lead to disappearance of the narrow EPR line
with cNi= 1.5-2 at.%. Fig. 17 shows concentration dependences
of the g-factor and
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Figure 14: Dependences of low-field ZFC susceptibility and effective constant
of anisotropy on the sizes of nanoparticles at T=10K.

FMR linewidth. As it is known, the g-factor of bulk Ni is 2.22 ±
0.02 [62]. The deviation from the bulk value can be explained
by the influence of the effective magnetic field Be f f witch can
be expressed for one domain particle as [63, 64]

Be f f = Bapp + Bd + Ba, (6)

where Bapp is the external magnetic field, B d is the demag-
netization field, B a i s the magnetocrystalline anisotropy field.
Magnetocrystalline anisotropy field Ba and demagnetization
field Bd not only define the value of g-factor, [62–64] but also
largely determine the FMR linewidth [36, 65, 66].

For nearly spherical nanoparticles without shape anisotropy
the FMR linewidth ∆H is defined as ∆H = 4Ka/πI0, where I0 is
the saturation magnetization per 1 cm3 [66]. It is clear from
Figs. 15 and 17 it is visible that rather small Ni nanoparticles
(samples of S2.5 and S0.75) lead to the noticeable shift of the
resonant field (respective to an effective g-factor - geff growth)
and broadening of the absorption FMR line. We believe that the
noticeable shift and broadening of FMR signal is defined by its
contribution to surface anisotropy.

In Refs. [67, 68] the influence of various types of surface
anisotropy (Neel-Brown and Aaroni) on FMR spectra have
been investigated for particles from uniaxial volume (KV ) along
with uniaxial surface (KS ) anisotropies. For fine nanoparticles,
magnetic field o f s urface a nisotropy ( ∼ KS /MR) significantly
surpasses magnetic field of volume anisotropy (∼ KV /M) which
is 106 Oe for Ni at 293K [69]. The widest FMR line ∆HFMR is
observed in sample S2.5: ∆HFMR (c = 2.5) = 1100 Oe. The FMR
signal in sample S2.5 is wider by 300-400 Oe than those of with
c = 2 and 3. Such broadening is obviously caused by the field
of surface anisotropy ∼ KS /MR and perhaps some contribution
to the line width is provided by magnetic dipole - dipole inter-
actions. It is interesting to note the similarities between con-
centrations dependencies of ge f f , ∆HFMR and coercive field Hc

Figure 15: FMR and EPR spectra for samples S0.5 – S3 at X-band and T =
300K.

Figure 16: Integrated intensity (1) and linewidth (2) of EPR spectra versus Ni
concentration in nanocomposites Ni@C.

Figure 17: FMR linewidth, effective g-factor and coersivity versus Ni concen-
tration in nanocomposites Ni@C.
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which are given in Fig. 17. It is not surprising that all these pa-
rameters (ge f f , ∆HFMR and Hc) depend on magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, shape anisotropy and surface magnetic anisotropy.

Conclusions

Carbon-coated single-domain Ni nanoparticles, Ni@C
nanocomposites, have been synthesized using solid-state py-
rolysis of nickel phthalocyanine metal-free phthalocyanine
(NiPc)x(H2Pc)1-x, solid solutions where 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. Dilution of
nickel phthalocyanine with metal-free phthalocyanine and
variation of pyrolysis parameters provide unique opportunity
for preparation of Ni-C nanocomposites with different Ni
concentrations. They have been continuously varied from 0 to 3
at.% (0-12 wt.%) and average single-domain nanoparticles
sizes have been obtained from 4 nm to 40 nm. X-ray diffraction
data, Raman spectra, SEM and TEM images clearly demon-
strate that Ni nanoparticles have fcc structure and are uniformly
distributed within the carbon matrix. We have observed both
ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic nanoparticles in samples
S0.75 - S3 due to the wide size distribution of Ni nanoparticles.

The effects of size and nickel concentration on magnetic
characteristics of Ni@C nanocomposites have been investi-
gated. Magnetic measurements show an abrupt drop in magne-
tization with decrease in size of Ni nanoparticles in the interval
of 40 - 12 nm. Magnetization of Ni@C nanocomposites with <
d >≈10 nm is equal to 0.06µB/atom at T = 10K. It is an order of
magnitude less than of bulk samples. Magnetization exhibits
almost linear dependence on surface-to-volume ratio, 1/d.
Electron transfer from a carbon matrix to nickel particles leads
to the formation of diamagnetic (shell) surface and a re-
duction in density of states at the Fermi level. Additionally, a
noticeable increase in magnetization within the range of 4 nm
to 10 nm has been found as a result of the giant paramagnetism
determined by the large orbital motion of conductive electrons
in the ballistic mode.

In the range of fine Ni nanoparticles (1-10 nm), the contri-
bution of surface magnetic anisotropy leads to increase in ef-
fective constant of magnetic anisotropy Ke f f and accordingly
to enhancement of the coercive field. As a result the blocking
temperature increases as well.

Finally, effective g-factor ge f f , linewidth ∆HFMR from FMR
and coercive field Hc from SQUID measurements have been
found to have similar dependences on Ni nanoparticle concen-
tration.
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Highlights  

 

§ Carbon-coated nickel nanoparticles, Ni@C nanocomposites with average sizes of Ni 

nanoparticles in a range of 4–40 nm were synthesized. 

§ The size dependence of the magnetic properties of Ni@C nanocomposites were investigated 

by SQUID magnetometry and magnetic resonance methods. 

§ The saturation magnetization drops abruptly with decreasing size of Ni nanoparticles in the 

range 40–12 nm. 

§ The giant paramagnetism was observed with decreasing the size of Ni nanoparticles within 

the range of 10–4 nm. 

§ The similarities between the concentration dependences of FMR parameters such as 

effective g-factor, FMR linewidth and coercive field Hc were observed. 

 


